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Abstract: Since last five decades, research and development has taken place in fault tolerant microprocessor. There are increasing 

reliability issues for embedded systems in aerospace applications. Not only aerospace but telephone switching systems, industrial 

embedded systems also face this issue. In this paper, we will discuss how various processors tackled Single-Event Upset by various 

mitigation techniques like SEC/DED ECC, double modular and triple modular redundancy, parity, and even use of fault tolerant 

functional unit. 
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Introduction: Faults are basically introduced at any point in the process of manufacturing. It can take place from hardware to 

software. Faults introduced can be specification errors, implementation errors, component failures, external disturbances, which 

can be from architectural level, algorithmic mistakes and even external factors like electromagnetic interference. In aerospace 

applications, the high energy particles from sun or cosmic rays can penetrate the IC packaging causing electrical disturbances 

which is called as Single-Event Effect. Single-Event Effect can be soft error (no permanent damage) or hard error (permanent 

damage to device or circuit). Formation of SEE errors takes place in three steps: charge deposition, charge collection and charge 

response. Single -Event Upset is one of the types of Single-Event Effect which occurs in memories like SRAMs. SEU is change 

in state of a storage element inside a device or system. Since it is soft error it can be resolved, and doesn’t damage the hardware 

permanently. In 1975, first observation of SEUs in flip‐ flops on a communications satellite was reported. According to the 

researchers there was charging of the base-emitter capacitance of sensitive transistors to turn-on voltage due to the galactic cosmic 

rays [1]. After first observation, research in building microprocessor-based architecture which are fault tolerant has increased.  

 

Microprocessor based on SPARC V8 Architecture: LEON-FT is a fault-tolerant microprocessor which is 32-bit processor based 

on the RISC SPARC V8 ISA (Instruction Set Architecture). The processors tackle transient Single-Effect Upset errors. It uses 

techniques such as TMR registers, on-chip EDAC, parity. It was seen that one SEU error can cause errors in nearby cells [2], so 

in dense RAM blocks, two parity bits per data word is used to detect double errors. Out of the two parity bits one for odd data bits 

and one for even data bits. Two parity bits can detect errors in the nearby cells as well which was a problem according to [2] where 

there are adjacent bits belonging to the same data word [3]. 

 

This processor has around 2500 flip flops which are temporary storage or used for state machines. To protect from SEU errors 

each on-chip register using triple modular redundancy are implemented [3].  

 
Figure 1: Separate clock trees [3] 

 

To increase the effectiveness, separate clock trees (figure 1) are implemented wherein when SEU hit in one clock-tree can be 

tolerated even if the data of a complete 2,500 registers is corrupted. In the next clock edge, all errors will be removed as new data 

is clocked in and corrupted data is removed. An SEU hit in the clock pad cannot be tolerated since it will propagate to all three 

clock-trees as shown in figure 1. SEU in clock is very unlikely and has very less probability [3].  

 

The external memory tolerates SEU by on-chip error detection and correction unit (EDAC). It implements a standard (32,7) BCH 

code. For 32-bit word only correcting one and detecting two errors are present [3]. 

Fault Tolerant LEON 3 Processor: It is designed for harsh space environment in such a way that it is fault tolerant for space 

application by detecting and correcting the single-event upset (SEU). LEON 3 is also 32-bit processor based on the RISC SPARC 

V8 ISA (Instruction Set Architecture). The memory tolerates SEUs by error-correction of up to 4 errors per tag or 32-bit word [4]. 

It has fault tolerant memory controller of 32-bit PROM/SRAM which also provides error detection and correct (EDAC) with one 

correcting and two detecting. The caches have tag array and data array. To protected against SEU errors, register file has been 
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implemented in flip-flops with triple-module-redundancy (TMR) on all flip-flops [4]. There is no timing impact due to error 

detection or correction. 

 

LEON 3 was tested for fault tolerance using Californium (Cf-252) which was carried out for 3 hours, with a flux of 25 

particles/s/cm2 at the device surface. The processor reported 281 effective SEU errors, out of which 99% were corrected [4]. 

 

IBM z990 Processor: The IBM z990 is designed to detect and recover from several of soft and permanent errors. It detects SEU 

errors and to recover from almost all upsets. Error correction code are used to protect against hard errors as well as soft errors. In 

this processor each 32-bit word in each cache/data chips (SCD) [5] are been protected by (39/32) single error correction/double 

error detection (SEC/DED) error correction code [6]. Without mitigation techniques there would be increase in soft error rate in 

DRAMs, SRAMs, register files, etc. When data is stored or fetched from wrong address, it still gives correct ECC. So, to avoid 

this extra ECC code space are used to detect errors and avoid such silent data errors in memory [7]. When there are correctable 

errors in cache, line is changed. If line is not changed, the data is not considered and the data is again fetched. The register files 

are either protected by ECC, parity. Sometime the errors do not affect the system, so no protection is needed.  

 

 
Figure 2: Multichip module with 8 cores, 4 cache/chip (SCD), 2 main storage controller (MSC) and clock [5] 

 

ECC is not used to protect from soft errors or hard errors in case of buses. The fetch data bus and I/O bus of the processor are 

parity protected. When a parity error is detected the central processor is sent into checkpoint recovery and the cache can be cleared. 

It is again refetched as needed from the other cache and memory. If refetch is unsuccessful then the processor will set threshold 

and cause the central processor to checkstop and central processor sparing event. The command and address controls at the 

interfaces are ECC protected. 
 

SHAKTI F-Class RISC Microprocessor: It is an in-order 5-stage processor, based on the RISC-V Instruction Set Architecture. 

This ISA is completely open source and royalty free [8]. It is fault tolerant version of C-class processor which is RISC based 

microprocessor. It uses error correcting codes (ECC) to protect registers and memories, while combination of space and time 

redundancy-based techniques to protect from errors in the Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) [9]. It also proposed new ideas for 

mitigation of SEUs, that are re-computation techniques for detecting errors for the addition/subtraction and multiplication modules. 

Single-Error Correction and Double-Error-Detection (SEC-DED) are used to protect instruction memory, data memory, program 

counter, and register files. In these 7-bit are added to 32-bit long instruction, data and program counter to become 39 bit which is 

fetched. Since ALUs are large in size they are more prone to SEEs, it is divided into five functional units. Dual modular redundancy 

is used to protect ALU from errors. 

 
Figure 3: Block diagram of fault tolerant functional unit [8] 

 

As seen in figure 3, each fault tolerant functional units have primary (FUP) and redundant (FUR) functional unit. These functional 

units can operate in two modes, normal and re-computational. In normal mode when inputs are fed and output is generated by FUP 

and FUR  are compared to give no error, transient error and permanent error. When the outputs are not same for less than three 

consecutive cycles, it is transient error where as in more than three consecutive cycles it is permanent. In transient error, the inputs 

are fed again till it is rectified and if it sustains for more than three cycles it is classified as permanent errors. As mentioned earlier, 

re-computational mode is used for permanent error.  

 

Conclusion: In this paper, I have discussed the ways microprocessor-based architecture have tackled Single-Event Upset which 

has become reliability issue for aerospace applications. Various mitigation techniques can be seen in these processors where 
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combination of space and time redundancy [9] was used in SHAKTI F-Class processor. There is always tradeoffs, the penalty is 

more in DMR and TMR compared to ideas proposed in SHAKTI F-Class processor.  In future, we can see fault tolerant super 

scaler processor using more open ISAs like RISC-V and OpenPOWER.  
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